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RANK POWER AND PRIVILEGE
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WHY IT IS IMPORTANT TO DO THIS?
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SOCIAL COHESION

A society that works towards 
the well being of all its 

members; 

Fights exclusion and 
marginalisation;

Creates a sense of belonging;

Promotes trust & offers its 
members the opportunity of 

upward mobility 

(rising from a lower to a 
higher social class or status).
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What is guiding us?
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Preamble of our Constitution
We, the people of South Africa, 

Recognise the injustices of our past; 
Honour those who suffered for justice and freedom in our land; 

Respect those who have worked to build and develop our country; and 
Believe that South Africa belongs to all who live in it, united in our 

diversity. 

We therefore, through our freely elected representatives, adopt this 
Constitution as the supreme law of the Republic so as to -

• Heal the divisions of the past and establish a society based on 
democratic values, social justice and fundamental human 

rights; 
• Lay the foundations for a democratic and open society in which 

government is based on the will of the people and every citizen is 
equally protected by law; 

• Improve the quality of life of all citizens and free the potential of 

each person …
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DEFINITIONS
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What is Transformation?

What is Diversity? 

What is Equity?

What is Inclusion?
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WHAT IS TRANSFORMATION?

A process of profound and radical change that orients an 
organization/institution in a new direction and takes it to an entirely 

different level of effectiveness.
It implies a basic change of character with  little or no 
resemblance with the past configuration or structure.
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A collective mixture of differences and similarities, 

and related complexities and tensions
Roosevelt Thomas 

WHAT IS DIVERSITY?
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WHAT IS INCLUSION?
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INCLUSION IS A CALL TO ACTION

A deliberate action where diversity is leveraged to create a 

fair, healthy, and high performing organisation or community

Taking decisive steps to ensure  equitable access to resources 
and opportunities for all.

Creating an enabling environment where individuals and groups 
to feel safe, respected, engaged, motivated, and valued for who 
they are and for their contributions toward organizational societal 
goals.

Being constantly vigilant, looking out for the ‘not-so-obvious’ and  
open to a variety of ideas and perspectives.
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EQUITY
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Fairness and impartiality towards all concerned, based on the 

principles of evenhanded dealing. Equity implies giving as much 

advantage, consideration, or latitude to one party as it is given to 

another
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With great power, comes great responsibility. -
Voltaire
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RANK, POWER & PRIVILEGE 

Societies, cultures, organisations and teams develop a ranking system-

They have an invisible point system

RANK

One’s power position in any given system or context, relative to 

others in that system

PRIVILEGE

Benefits and advantages of one’s rank / power position, e.g. 

intellectual, social, financial power, sense of  pride, etc. 

POWER
Power, in this context,  is the capacity or ability to direct or influence 

the behaviour of others or the course of events
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Social 

Rank

Bestowed by society. Race, gender, nationality, sexual 

orientation, economic class, education, religion, age, 

health,  physical abilities, beauty etc.

Familiarity of environment or country, relationship or 
organisational  networks, common language, shared 
sense of humour,, shared histories

Local 

Rank

Desig

nated

Designated title like CEO,  President, Executive Director.

These can be taken away.

Source:  A Mindell

TYPES OF RANK
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IMPORTANT PRINCIPLES ABOUT RANK

• The ability to discern the impact one’s rank, power and 

privilege and to apply it to improve social cohesion in 

the workplace is a crucial leadership skill

• One’s rank is not always obvious to them

• Expecting someone with rank to acknowledge it and use 

it positively is appealing to their eldership

13
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EXAMPLES

• Negative use of rank

• Positive use of rank

14
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MARKERS OF RANK

oWhite 

oMale

oMarried

oHeterosexual

oChristian/Jewish

oMiddle/Upper Class

oEducated

oAble Bodied
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-30%

LACK OF RANK

oWhite 

oFemale
oMarried

oHeterosexual

oChristian/Jewish

oMiddle/Upper Class

oEducated

oAble Bodied
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-40%

LACK OF RANK

oBlack 
oMale

oMarried

oGay
oChristian

oMiddle/Upper Class

oEducated

oAble Bodied
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oBlack/Indian

oMale

oMarried

oHeterosexual

oChristian/Other

oMiddle/Upper Class

oEducated

oAble Bodied

RANK IS CONTEXUAL

- +30%
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-60%

RANK AND INTERSECTIONALITY

oBlack

oFemale
oMarried

oHeterosexual

oChristian

oMiddle Class

oEducated

oPerson with disability
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IMPACT OF LACK OF RANK
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When you have Rank:


When you don’t have Rank:



People listen to you People don’t always listen to you

You feel free to speak- ease of being

You don’t feel free to speak – you 

have to do more inner work-

sometimes insecure or ull of doubt

You can get things done It is harder to get things done

Able to take your space easily-you are 

normative

Difficulty in taking up your space-

outsider, constantly adjusting to fit-in 

You have credibility until you do 

something to lose it

You have to work harder to gain 

credibility

Adapted from A Mindell
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USING RANK AND POWER POSITIVELY

When you have rank, you are perfectly positioned to create a safe space for those around you. How to 

create safe space?:

• Inviting feedback BUT the way you do it makes all the difference e.g Your non-verbal language, your 
demeanor and ACTIONS after someone has given feedback

• There is power in naming the discomfort as the receiver and reassuring the giver of feedback e.g:

• UNCOMFORTABLE : “This is not easy to hear 

• THANK YOU :  I appreciate you giving it to me. Its part of living our values and it is NOT career 
limiting (and you must mean it)

• COMMITMENT: and I am committing to reflecting on it.

• ELEVATE TO PUBLIC SPACE ( Where appropriate): The other day Sharon gave me feedback…
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REFLECTING ON YOUR PRIVILEGE

Below is a sample of the questions asked in a social experiment that filmed a diverse group of 
people who were asked to respond by taking a step forward or backwards in response to the 
questions.

• If you are able to move through the world without fear of sexual assault, take one step 

forward.

• If you have ever been diagnosed as having a physical or mental illness/disability, take one step 

back.

• If you can make mistakes and not have people attribute your behaviour to flaws in your 

racial/gender group, take one step forward.

• If you were ever uncomfortable about a joke or a statement you overheard related to your 

race, ethnicity, gender, appearance, or sexual orientation but felt unsafe to confront the 

situation, take one step back.

22
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REFLECTING ON YOUR PRIVILEGE

1. Video: If you had to take the privilege test, where would you stand?

23
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USING PRIVILEGE FOR INCLUSION

If you are neutral in situations of injustice, you have chosen 
the side of the oppressor. If an elephant has its foot on the 
tail of a mouse and you say that you are neutral, the mouse 
will not appreciate your neutrality.

– Archbishop Desmond Tutu

24
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USING YOUR PRIVILEGE
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1. Are there ways in which you think you can use your privilege to help others 

feel included? 

2. Some ideas include:

• Acknowledging privilege exists and pointing it out

• Amplifying statements made by those less privileged when in agreement 
especially in meetings

• Encouraging practices and activities that include all staff

• Calling out behaviour that is not in line with organisational values especially if it 
affects the less privileged

• Act as a witness and volunteer to provide unbiased account of incidences 
where exclusion happens
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USING YOUR PRIVILEGE FOR INCLUSION

1. Opinion piece: Want to help? Start by admitting you have had an 

unfair advantage by Kevin Leathem and Tammy Bechus

Leathem is a deputy principal, and Bechus a teacher, at Jeppe High 

School for Boys in Johannesburg. a speech delivered at the school. 

The full transcript is available at: 

www.deputyruminations.wordpress.com

26
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RANK EXERCISE

Rank Markers (insider) (insider)

• Level or position within the company

• Years of service in /Tenure 

• Years of experience in the industry 

• Race

• Gender

• Sexual orientation 

• Ability (Disability)

• Proximity to power

• Language

• Education level, type of qualification

• International exposure (working in other countries)

• Age

• Where your office is located 

• Networks within the industry outside of SA

• Key relationships with influencers  in the company

• Department you work in currently

• Marital Status/ Height/ Voice 
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EXERCISE IN TRIADS

• Spend two minutes each sharing where you have rank in 
the context of your current company.

• Challenge each other – where someone does not see 
their rank, highlight it to them

• How can you use your rank positively back at work? 

28
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SMALL ACTIONS THAT CAN CREATE INCLUSION

 Solicit Opinions: Find opportunities to ask, "I'd like your 

opinion about…" 

 Connect on a Personal Level: Take a few minutes to 

engage in a non-business conversation with a colleague. 

 Ask Questions: When you have a negative reaction to a 

colleague's statement or suggestion, lead your response 

with a question, not a statement.

 Attribute/Credit Ideas: Acknowledge, by name, the 

"owner" of an idea in a meeting.

 Monitor Facial Expressions: Be conscious of your facial 

expressions while listening.

 Actively Listen: Being attentive to the speaker 
enhances the quality of their message.

 Draw in Participation: When addressing a group, send 
messages that encourage participation from 

everyone. 

 Monitor Personal Greetings: Be sensitive to how you 
greet someone with whom you have a close 

relationship in the presence of others.

 Respond Constructively to Differences: When 
responding to someone's comment you disagree with, 

show that you understand their perspective before you 

offer a different view. 
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WHAT DOES INCLUSION LOOK LIKE?

30
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CONCLUSION

Tradition has it that whenever a group of people has 
tasted the lovely fruits of wealth, security, and 
prestige, it begins to find it more comfortable to 
believe in the obvious lie and accept that it alone is 
entitled to privilege. 

- Steve Biko

31
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TAKE AWAY POINTS TO REMEMBER

1. We all have rank and it can be understood in comparison with others based on a 

particular context

2. The different bases of power we have can be used in different ways to achieve a 

particular objective

3. It is important to acknowledge when we have privilege and then use it appropriately to 

bring about inclusion

4. Inclusion allows everyone to feel like they are part of a group and at the same time feel 

free to be themselves

5. We can all play a part in making others feel included especially when we are in a position 

of rank, power or privilege

32
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FINAL QUESTIONS

1. What is one thing that YOU COULD DO to make your workplace more inclusive?

1. What can you commit to doing differently when you find yourself in a position of privilege?

2. Write down your answers to as a reminder of what you can do in the future

33
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PICTURE SLIDE 1 LOOKS L IKE THIS

Et eossit quis eum quatus sum fugiantotat quam et alibus nus a net atioria tquatemo con et quo blabore
cullenti nonse volorescium


